Shakespeare as Rich Inclusion:
‘Rich inclusion’ is a term attributed to Joanna Grace, an
expert in sensory engagement and inclusion. The term
refers to practices that include and engage those with the
most profound cognitive or sensory impairments. The
assumption being that if they are included then the
chances are that everyone is able to engage. It is this
philosophy that has inspired the Primary Shakespeare
Company’s (PSC) work in special schools.
2018 saw a pilot project at Wyvern School in Ashford,
Kent, a school for pupils with severe and complex
learning difficulties. The project was led by Jo Frater and
Jeremy Harrison, who were keen to find ways of
developing the PSC model to enable engagement from
those pupils with profound and multiple learning
disabilities. In the end young people from across the
school became involved in a participatory performance
that saw pupils with a range of additional needs
performing alongside, learning disabled artists and
performers from a range of disciplines.
This year (2019) PSC returned to Wyvern School and extended the project to include Beacon Hill Academy in Thurrock, another school for
children with severe and complex disabilities. The focus of the project was Shakespeare’s ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’, and its aim was to
create a whole-school project that celebrated the diverse and wide-ranging perspectives of pupils from across the school.
The work was led by Jeremy Harrison and Jo Frater and supported by a team of professional artists from a range of disciplines including music,
dance, drama, visual arts and puppetry.

The approach to work on this project was informed by
the principles of the Social Model of Disability, which
place the action of disablement in the hands of society
rather than the result of perceived medical impediment
on the part of the individual. In this context the social
model suggests that it is the responsibility of the project
to remove barriers that make the work of PSC, or indeed
Shakespeare’s plays themselves, inaccessible.
Approaches to Shakespeare that rely only on spoken
language are disabling for young people with complex
learning disabilities and sensory impairments. The first
task, therefore, was to find ways of exploring the world of
the play that are visceral and sensory. Dance, music and
material starting points were therefore more useful as
ways of introducing themes and approaches to
performance.

‘Though she be but little, she is fierce!’

Each class required a different approach, but when
working with pupils with profound and multiple learning
disabilities (PMLD), the work always began by finding
the sensory starting point for each child. This method of
engagement was inspired by ‘intensive interaction’, an
approach pioneered by Pheobe Caldwell as a means of
communicating with children with autism. Caldwell’s
ideas have informed many artistic practices in this
sector, including those of theatre company Oily Cart,
who have a 38-year history of making work for children
with complex needs.

Intensive interaction starts from the child’s perspective. It asks us to
find out and notice them and how they choose to communicate: what
physical gestures or sounds they make, what sensations they are
drawn to. From this starting point, things can then expand. In the
hands of artists this approach leads to a collaborative form of
devising. In the context of the PSC, this enabled our artists to explore
ways of moving and making sound. Leading to the development of
choreographic material and musical composition, informed by the
pupils, who acted as co-composers, fellow-performers and cochoreographers.

The sessions were framed by the idea of the forest and the fairy
kingdom. For Shakespeare the forest is a place where societal rules
are abandoned. Where characters discover alternative ways of being.
It is a place of transformation, where hierarchies are reversed and the
very nature of what it means to be human is challenged. What better
place to explore such subversive and radical ideas than in these
classrooms and with these young people.

The sessions allowed the project to be shaped by the young people
participating, but in turn it opened up the world of the play to them.
Songs included Shakespeare’s language, whilst narrative themes,
characters and ideas of transformation were explored physically. The
work relied on the engagement of teachers and support staff,
resulting in a sense of shared play, developing cultural capital and
community in a classroom where both notions are hard to engender
and support.

“I never thought of connecting with the
children in this way.
Everything is child-led in here otherwise
there is no communication, but I’ve rarely
had the opportunity to just wait for their
reaction in this way and that has been a
lesson learnt.”
Class-room teacher

For some of the older children with PMLD, more structured approaches were explored. Sessions with Astra class, for
example, took the form of wheel-chair led dance activities. The 2018 pilot had explored the use of wheel-chairs, but we
had been worried that this might be less engaging for the young people. The reverse turned out to be the case, with pupils
clearly enjoying the experience of moving together. Both during the pilot and again this year, the sessions engendered a
sense of ensemble and allowed for connections to be made between pupils and support staff. Lead staff reported that the
sessions led to higher levels of alertness in pupils both during and after the sessions and resulted in increased appetite and
a better response to feeding, which is often challenging for some of these children.
The sessions focused on Titania’s fairy consort and were supported by activities that encouraged the development of fairy
characters for each of the children, based on their response to the natural world, gathered during an outdoor activity
instigated by the PSC team.

Activity: Creating Your Own Fairy Kingdom
Midsummer Night’s Dream is set in the city of Athens, where Duke Theseus is about to marry his fiancé Hippolyta, and in the nearby
forest, where Oberon, King of the Fairies is about to play a trick on his queen Titania.
Our project will focus on the forest world. A place very much like your own classrooms, where anything is possible. An alternative to
the rational and ordered world outside.
In this activity we would like to help support staff and pupils from PMLD classes, to create their own fairy kingdom.
Stage 1:
• Take your pupils outside into the natural world, this might be a local wood, park or the school’s outside environment.
• Create a collection of smells, sounds, sights and objects that have excited or engaged each child. You might also want to take
photographs, film or record sounds.
•
Stage 2:
• Shakespeare’s fairies have names that relate to the natural world, such as Peaseblosom, Cobwed, Moth and Mustardseed.
• Using the things you have collected as a stimulus, create a fairy name for each pupil.
Stage 3:
• Using their fairy names as a starting point, create a character for each pupil.
• Think of simple costume ideas that might be created in class or at home.
• You might enjoy creating a fairy kingdom in your classroom, by displaying the objects, photos and sounds collected in stage 1
of the activity.;

You spotted snakes with double tongue,
Thorny hedgehogs, be not seen;
Newts and blind-worms, do no wrong,
Come not near our fairy queen.
Lulla, lulla, lu-lullaby,
Lulla, lulla, lu- lullaby:
Weaving spiders, come not here;
Hence, you long-legg'd spinners, hence!
Beetles black, approach not near;
Lulla, lulla, lu-lullaby,
Lulla, lulla, lu- lullaby:
Never harm,
Nor spell nor charm,
Come our lovely lady nigh;
So, good night, with lullaby

“Every rehearsal saw great
involvement from all children and
always lots of enthusiasm from TAs
and staff.
After a couple of sessions ***** and
***** were both able to anticipate
that there would be music and
movement. ***** even signed for
more.
Anticipation is a milestone for these
children as some spend their life
without anticipating anything but
they all did. “
Class-room teacher

Let me play the lion too…
Older pupils from Wyvern School interested in performing text, were identified at
the beginning of the process. They were to fulfil the roles of the Mechanicals,
performing a re-imagined version of the ‘play-within-a-play’ to celebrate the
wedding of Theseus and Hippolyta.
Weekly sessions explored the Pyramus and Thisbe story through devising,
singing, physical-theatre and drama techniques. These sessions followed more
conventional approaches to participatory theatre making, introducing characters
and dialogue, which was improvised using Shakespeare’s text as a guide.
The group formed themselves into a company which we called the No-Name
Theatre Company, developing a song and dance to introduce themselves.
Members of the No-Name Company also performed other roles within the final
performance such as Oberon, Puck and Bottom. The company was made-up of
students who self-selected at the start of the process, augmented by young
people already involved in the school’s youth dance company led by Jo Frater.
No-Name Theatre offered an opportunity to stretch students already interested
in performing arts, whilst engaging some who had not previously expressed an
interest in this area. These students acted as mentors to some of the younger
participants and fulfilled leadership roles in some of the other sections of the
performance.

The No-Name Theatre Company

I’ll make you fall in love
With a gorilla
I’ll make you fall in love
With a chinchilla
I’ll make you fall in love
With a giraffe
I’ll make you fall in lovc
Just for a laugh
I’ll make you fall in love
With a lion
I’ll make you fall in love
I’m not lying
I’ll make you fall in love
With a bear
I’ll make you fall in love
I just don’t care

No-Name Theatre Company member as Oberon.

I’ll make you fall in love
With an ape
I’ll make you fall in love
She won’t escape
I’ll make you fall in love
With a bull
I’ll make you fall in love
It will be so cool.
I’ll Make Her Fall in Love
Oberon’s song
Lyrics by Harry

“Two of our students chose to move up into the No Name Theatre Company as a key part of
the performance.
**** was the surprise. Originally, I think he did it to get out of class, but he really went for it
hook line and sinker. Normally he would claim embarrassment, but he did all the rehearsals
and performances which was out of character. He really came out of his shell. He even found
costuming and did it all by himself. I was worried that he would not be able to do it on the
day, but he did. A truly surprising reaction…
In a school like this, it was not easy to organise as there are so many layers of needs to think
about and put together, but to create a production like this where everyone could be a part
of it at some point, was the definition of inclusion.
Parents do not usually get to see their kids in this kind of situation. This was like respite
care, a chance for them to have an entirely positive emotional experience with their
children. “
Class-room teacher

All the school’s a stage…

The project was structured to engage the whole-school at Wyvern, with
a smaller satellite version targeting three classes of children with PMLD
at Beacon Hill Academy.
Whole-school engagement at Wyvern was achieved by using the
premise that the pupils were preparing to celebrate the wedding of
Theseus and Hippolyta, who were getting married at nearby Canterbury
Cathedral. Each class had prepared something to celebrate the
wedding. Visitors were invited to promenade through the school to
share the celebrations, finally arriving at the main hall, which had been
transformed into a magical forest, where they met Titania, Oberon and
the kingdom of the fairies, before watching the No Name Theatre
Company’s performance of a play by William Shakespeare himself.
The promenade mechanism offered an open palette of creative
possibilities for classes to develop determined by their interests and
skills. The concept was shared at an initial twilight session for staff, led
by PSC. Each class was then offered support by a member of the
artistic team, who visited to help develop and extend ideas initiated by
the pupils and staff.

Promenade activity:
Some classes offered
installations and
created fairy gardens.

Others laid
on banquets
and baked
celebratory
wedding

Some staged
small shows
of their own
in celebration
of the royal
wedding.

One class chose to decorate the
ceiling tiles, creating a permanent
remembrance of this special project
…

… something for those pupils who spend a lot of
time lying down.

Growing Donkey Ears: supporting the promenade performance
Each class was offered support from PSC artists to develop their promenade
offering. Some classes worked on dances or installations, whilst others
explored elements from the play.
The school’s Glee Club meets weekly and is made up of children from
across the KS2 classes. Like many groups they were introduced to the story
through an inclusive music and drama session led by PSC artists, that
outlined the story of Midsummer Night’s Dream, focusing on the Titania and
Oberon story-line and the moment of transformation of Bottom into a donkey.

In a follow-up session the group recorded their own descriptions of
what it felt like to be turned into an ass. The recordings were a
creative way to build confidence in speech and language, whilst
offering embodied understanding of Shakespeare in a way that was
accessible to children with a range of learning disabilities. The voice
recordings were then embedded into a bespoke music tack which
was given to the group as a trigger for their own performance. The
lead tutor and support staff then devised a performance which told
the story of Titania and Bottom, including lines from the play and
movement sequences, framed by the music track featuring the
voices of those in the group.

Hee-haw, hee-haw, hee-haw, hee-haw, hee- haw, hee
My ears turned into a donkey ears
My ears went up to my head and grow donkey ears
My ears smelt like apples
My nose wriggled and turned into a long thin snout
My hair shook into a soft mane
My mane was very long and it feelded weird
My tummy tingled and turned into a furry belly
My bottom wiggled
My bottom wiggled and it grows a soft tail
My bottom wiggled
Hear the whole track here:
https://soundcloud.com/user-990773783/donkey-dances-glee-clubversion/s-JiESq

Hee -haw, hee-haw, hee-haw, hee-haw, hee.
by members of Wyvern’s Glee Club

‘You are invited to a Royal Wedding Celebration or Bergomask taking place at Wyvern school’
The audience arrive to be welcomed by Philostrate and her team. They are divided into groups and taken on a promenade of
the school, to see the preparations to celebrate the wedding of Theseus and Hippolyta.
The groups converge on the school hall, now transformed into a magical forest glade.

Philostrate:
Some say that fairies live in these woods.
Oberon, King of the Fairies, Titania the
Fairy Queen and their many subjects. They
say that the woods are enchanted. That
strange things happen here. That they are
full of magic. But `I’m sure you’ll be fine. So
just sit and relax…

The forest canopy was made from cutout hand prints made by
all the pupils involved in the project, supported by PSC artists.

The king does keep his revels here tonight….
As the audience waits the forest awakes and is filled with characters
from the fairy kingdom.

Professional dancers, musicians, learning disabled
artists and students from Rose Bruford College
performed alongside the pupils and staff as
collaborators.

Philostrate rushes on reading a text from the royal couple:
‘Hi All! Leaving Canterbury Cathedral now. Wedding went
well (smiley face emoji). Archbishop of Canterbury went on a
bit during the service (bored emoji). Have decided to go
straight to the airport, to catch the flight for honeymoon
(hula dancing emoji). Will be thinking of you all while we
drink cocktails on the beach. LOL’

Not wanting to ruin the day, a replacement couple of
newlyweds are chosen from the audience and the NoName Theatre Company return to perform their play.
The celebrations end with the Bergomask, Trip Away, a
song and dance including all involved in the event.

“A number of students were not expected to stay in the
performance, but they were all surprising still and watched
all 50 minutes …
It was pitched right for them- having their peers in the
show offers something relatable and gives them a link to it.
The No-Name Theatre Company bit worked really well. It
wasn’t so out loud and brash, which would have caused
some students to push back, but was rhythmic enough to
encourage a positive response. A few students could not
comprehend the subtleties of the narrative, but the visuals
and the rhythm of the story was clear. There were a
number of students though who could get the story and the
jokes, so it managed to include everybody.”
Class-room teacher, Wyvern School
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Creative Team:
Performed and co-created by the staff and pupils of Wyvern School and Beacon Hill
Academy
Neil Carter – Programme Director, PSC
Luke Hollowell-Williams – Programme Director, PSC
Jo Frater – lead practitioner, co-creator and choreographer
Jeremy Harrison – lead practitioner, co-creator and co-composer, Special School Lead
for PSC
Grace Wranosky – associate artist, assistant choreographer and facilitator
.
Jo Dyer, Fiona Stewart and Animate Arts – design and visual arts facilitation
Nina Clark – Philostrate, facilitator and co-composer
Robyn Olivia – puppeteer and facilitator
.
Dexter Newman – performer and musician
Ellie Keenan – research assistant

